3-LANE ARTERIAL STREET

*1% MIN. - 4% MAX.
3-LANE ARTERIAL STREET WITH BIKE LANES

*1% MIN. - 4% MAX.
5-LANE ARTERIAL STREET

*1% MIN. - 4% MAX.
**ARterial street**

*1% min. - 4% max.*

---

**Subgrade compacted to minimum density per soil classification CDOT section 203.07**

- 4" HMA (GR S, PG 64-22)
- 3" HMA (GR S, PG 64-22)

**HOT MIX ASPHALT as specified on drawing**

- 2" HMA (GR SX, PG 64-22)

**2% TYP. 1/4"/FT**

**5' to 10' tree lawn or patterned concrete (tree lawn shown)**

**Bond breaker here when abutting existing conc sawcut existing when req'd**

**Detail section**

---

**Laneage section**

*Not to scale*